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Ghost Blaster
A cooperative memory game for 1 to 4 ghost hunters ages 5 to 99.
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,ENGTH¬OF¬'AME 10 to 15 minutes
It's midnight and the old clock tower is striking the ghostly hour
of 12 o’clock! The three ghost hunters were waiting for midnight
so they could quickly load their green goo ammunition, shoulder
their handmade power pistols and enter the castle together on a
ghost hunt.
Go along on the ghost hunt! Together, players try to hit and trap ghosts by using their
powerful goo ammunition. Players must roll the dice in sequence and reveal the ghosts using
the ghost hunter cards. Once you have three of the same ghost cards face up, this ghost is
CAUGHT¬AND¬CAN¬NO¬LONGER¬ESCAPE¬"UT¬BE¬CAREFUL¬)F¬YOU¬ACCIDENTALLY¬UNCOVER¬A¬KEYHOLE¬CARD ¬
the ghost hunter is caught in the trap and must then go into the dungeon. You can free him
but that takes up valuable time! Your objective is to capture all of the ghosts before the ghost
hour is over.
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3 ghost hunters, 24 cards (18 ghost cards, 3 dungeon cards, 2 keyhole cards,
1 castle door card), 1 clock (= rotary disc), 18 goo missiles, 1 die, 1 game instructions
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dungeon card

castle door card

keyhole card
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Game Preparation
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Set up the ghost castle into a 4 x 6 card grid:
s¬ 3EPARATE¬OUT¬THE¬THREE¬DUNGEON¬CARDS¬AND¬THE¬CASTLE¬CARD
s¬ -IX¬THE¬REMAINING¬CARDS ¬PLACE¬FACE DOWN¬IN¬FOUR¬ROWS
s¬ 5SE¬THE¬DUNGEON¬CARDS¬AND¬THE¬CASTLE¬CARD¬ON¬THE¬FOUR¬CORNERS
This creates a grid of 4 x 6 cards and the ghost castle is complete!
Place the clock next to the castle. Set the clock hand so that it is pointing to twelve (= ghost).
Place the three ghost hunters on the castle card. Have the goo missiles and die ready.

How to Play
0LAY¬IN¬A¬CLOCKWISE¬DIRECTION¬4HE¬PLAYER¬WHO¬LAST¬SAW¬A¬GHOST¬GETS¬TO¬PLAY¬lRST¬AND¬ROLLS¬THE¬DIE¬¬
)F¬YOU¬CANNOT¬AGREE ¬THEN¬THE¬YOUNGEST¬PLAYER¬STARTS¬lRST¬AND¬ROLLS¬THE¬DIE¬¬¬¬
7HAT¬APPEARS¬ON¬THE¬DIE
s¬ 4HE¬CLOCK
The end of the ghost hour is nearing! Turn the clock hand forward to next number.
s¬ /NE ¬TWO¬OR¬THREE¬DOTS
Take any ghost hunter and move him as many cards as the number on the die
(one card = one move).
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)MPORTANT¬RULES¬OF¬MOVEMENT
s¬ 9OU¬CAN¬MOVE¬THE¬GHOST¬HUNTER¬HORIZONTALLY¬AND¬VERTICALLY ¬BUT¬NOT¬DIAGONALLY
s¬ 4HE¬DIRECTION¬CAN¬BE¬CHANGED¬ANY¬TIME¬DURING¬YOUR¬MOVE
s¬ -ORE¬THAN¬ONE¬GHOST¬HUNTER¬CAN¬STAND¬ON¬ONE¬CARD
s¬ )F¬YOU¬LEAVE¬A¬CARD¬AT¬THE¬BEGINNING¬OF¬YOUR¬MOVE¬AND¬THERE¬IS¬NO¬OTHER¬GHOST¬HUNTER¬OR
goo missile on it, you turn the card over again. (Exception: the castle card and the
dungeon card always remain as they are.)
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s¬ 9OU¬CANgT¬SUBTRACT¬ANY¬NUMBER¬FROM¬YOUR¬DIE¬ROLL ¬YOU¬MUST¬MOVE¬THE¬NUMBER¬ROLLED

s¬ )F¬THE¬GHOST¬HUNTER¬LANDS¬ON¬A¬CARD¬THAT¬IS¬FACING¬DOWN ¬THEN¬TURN¬THE¬CARD¬OVER¬AND¬
¬ PLACE¬THE¬lGURE¬ON¬IT

7HAT¬APPEARS¬ON¬THE¬CARD¬THAT¬IS¬TURNED¬OVER
¬¬ !¬GHOST
It's a hit! Goo sprays on all sides! Decide now whether the two other ghost hunters are
already standing on cards that have the same ghost on them.
– No?
7HAT¬A¬SHAME¬"UT¬YOU¬STILL¬KNOW¬NOW¬WHERE¬THESE¬GHOSTS¬ARE¬HIDDEN¬.OW¬PLAYERS¬
continue to search for the cards with the same ghost.
– Yes?
Great! You've captured this ghost! Put a goo missile on each of the three ghost cards.
You can land on these cards later in the game, but they no longer count for capturing
a ghost.
¬¬ 4HE¬KEYHOLE
Tough luck! The ghosts snared the ghost hunter in the trap and he has to go the
dungeon. Take the ghost hunter, put him on the matching dungeon card and turn the
keyhole card over again.
Attention: To free the ghost hunter again, another ghost hunter needs to meet him on
the dungeon card or move past him. If this happens, players can once again use the freed
ghost hunter for ghost hunting.
Now it is the next player's turn to roll the die.
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End of Game
The game is over when:
s¬ YOUgVE¬CAPTURED¬ALL¬¬GHOSTS¬BEFORE¬THE¬CLOCK¬HAND¬IS¬POINTING¬TO¬¬AGAIN¬3UPER ¬
you've driven all of the ghosts out of the castle and won the game together!
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or
s¬ WHEN¬THE¬GHOST¬HOUR¬IS¬OVER¬BEFORE¬YOU¬WERE¬ABLE¬TO¬CAPTURE¬ALL¬OF¬THE¬GHOSTS¬
Unfortunately, you were too slow and lost the game together. Surely you'll have
more luck the next time!
or
s¬ WHEN¬ALL¬THREE¬GHOST¬HUNTERS¬ARE¬IN¬THE¬DUNGEON¬AT¬THE¬SAME¬TIME¬)N¬THIS¬CASE
the ghosts outsmarted the ghost hunters and you’ve collectively lost.
4IP¬FOR¬A¬GHOST¬HUNT¬WITH¬EVEN¬MORE¬THRILLS
At the beginning of the game start the clock on one or two o’clock thus giving players
less time to capture the ghosts and the hunt is even more exciting!
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